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We prove a decomposition theorem for graphs that do not contain
a subdivision of K4 as an induced subgraph where K4 is the
complete graph on four vertices. We obtain also a structure
theorem for the class C of graphs that contain neither a subdivision
of K4 nor a wheel as an induced subgraph, where a wheel is
a cycle on at least four vertices together with a vertex that has
at least three neighbors on the cycle. Our structure theorem is
used to prove that every graph in C is 3-colorable and entails a
polynomial-time recognition algorithm for membership in C. As an
intermediate result, we prove a structure theorem for the graphs
whose cycles are all chordless.
© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We use the standard notation from [1]. Unless otherwise speciﬁed, we say that a graph G contains
H when H is isomorphic to an induced subgraph of G . Denote by K4 the complete graph on four
vertices. A subdivision of a graph G is obtained by subdividing edges of G into paths of arbitrary
length (at least one). We say that H is an ISK4 of a graph G when H is an induced subgraph of G and
H is a subdivision of K4. A graph that does not contain any subdivision of K4 is said to be ISK4-free.
Our main result is Theorem 1.1, saying that every ISK4-free graph is either in some basic class or has
some special cutset. In [12], it is mentioned that deciding in polynomial time whether a given graph
is ISK4-free is an open question of interest. This question was our initial motivation. But our theorem
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we use cutsets (namely star cutsets and double star cutsets) that are diﬃcult to use in algorithms.
We leave as an open question the existence of a more powerful decomposition theorem.
A consequence of our work is a complete structural description of the class C of graphs that
contain no ISK4 and no wheel. Note that this class is easily seen to be the class of graphs with no
K4 and subdivision of a wheel as an induced subgraph. We give a recognition algorithm for this class,
a coloring algorithm, and we prove that every graph in this class is 3-colorable.
Before stating our main results more precisely, we introduce some deﬁnitions and notation.
A hole of a graph is an induced cycle on at least four vertices. A wheel is a graph that consists of
a hole H plus a vertex x /∈ H , called the hub of the wheel, that is adjacent to at least three vertices of
the hole. An edge of the wheel that is incident to x is called a spoke. A vertex v of a graph is complete
to a set of vertices S ⊆ V (G) \ v if v is adjacent to every vertex in S . A vertex v is anticomplete to a
set of vertices S if v is adjacent to no vertex in S . Two disjoint sets A, B are complete to each other if
every vertex of A is complete to B . A graph is called complete bipartite (resp. complete tripartite) if its
vertex-set can be partitioned into two (resp. three) non-empty stable sets that are pairwise complete
to each other. If these two (resp. three) sets have size p, q (resp. p, q, r) then the graph is denoted
by Kp,q (resp. Kp,q,r ).
Given a graph H , the line graph of H is the graph L(H) with vertex-set E(G) and edge-set {ef : e∩
f = ∅}. The graph H is called a root of L(H).
We denote the path on vertices x1, . . . , xn with edges x1x2, . . . , xn−1xn by x1−· · ·−xn . We also say
that P is an (x1, xn)-path. We denote by xi − P − x j the subpath of P with extremities xi , x j . A path
or a cycle is chordless if it is an induced subgraph of the graph that we are working on.
Given two graphs G , G ′ , we denote by G ∪ G ′ the graph whose vertex set is V (G) ∪ V (G ′) and
whose edge set is E(G) ∪ E(G ′).
For any integer k  0, a k-cutset in a graph is a subset S ⊂ V (G) of size k such that G \ S is
disconnected. A proper 2-cutset of a graph G is a 2-cutset {a,b} such that ab /∈ E(G), V (G) \ {a,b} can
be partitioned into two non-empty sets X and Y so that there is no edge between X and Y and each
of G[X ∪ {a,b}] and G[Y ∪ {a,b}] is not an (a,b)-path.
A star-cutset of a graph is a set S of vertices such that G \ S is disconnected and S contains a
vertex adjacent to every other vertex of S .
A double star cutset of a graph is a set S of vertices such that G \ S is disconnected and S contains
two adjacent vertices u, v such that every vertex of S is adjacent at least one of u, v . Note that a
star-cutset is either a double star cutset or consists of one vertex.
A multigraph is called series-parallel if it arises from a forest by applying the following operations
repeatedly: adding a parallel edge to an existing edge; subdividing an edge. A series-parallel graph is a
series-parallel multigraph with no parallel edges.
Our main result is the following, which is proved in Section 9.
Theorem 1.1. Let G be an ISK4-free graph. Then either:
• G is series-parallel;
• G is the line graph of a graph with maximum degree at most three;
• G has clique-cutset, a proper 2-cutset, a star-cutset or a double star cutset.
The proof of the theorem above follows a classical idea. We consider a basic graph H and prove
that if a graph in our class contains H , then either the whole graph is basic, or some part of the
graph attaches to H in a way that entails a decomposition. Then, for the rest of the proof, the graphs
under consideration can be considered H-free. We consider another basic graph H ′ , and so on. The
basic graphs that we consider are K3,3, then some substantial line graph, then prisms, and ﬁnally the
octahedron and wheels. The idea of considering a maximal line graph in such a context was ﬁrst used
in [5]. The same idea is essential in proof of the Strong Perfect Graph Conjecture [3].
Given a graph G , an induced subgraph K of G , and a set C of vertices of G \ K , the attachment of
C over K is N(C) ∩ V (K ), which we also denote by NK (C). When a set S = {u1,u2,u3,u4} induces
a square in a graph G with u1, u2, u3, u4 in this order along the square, a link of S is an induced
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path P of G with ends p, p′ such that either p = p′ and NS (p) = S , or NS(p) = {u1,u2} and NS (p′) =
{u3,u4}, or NS (p) = {u1,u4} and NS(p′) = {u2,u3}, and no interior vertex of P has a neighbor in S .
A link with ends p, p′ is said to be short if p = p′ , and long if p = p′ . A rich square (resp. long rich
square) is a graph K that contains a square S as an induced subgraph such that K \ S has at least two
components and every component of K \ S is a link (resp. a long link) of S . Then S is called a central
square of K . A rich square may have several central squares; for example K2,2,2 is a rich square with
three central squares.
In the particular case of wheel-free graph we have the following structure theorem. Note that a
rich square is wheel-free if and only if it is long. A graph is chordless if all its cycles are chordless. It
is easy to check that a line graph G = L(R) is wheel-free if and only if R is chordless.
Theorem 1.2. Let G be an {ISK4, wheel}-free graph. Then either:
• G is series-parallel;
• G is the line graph of a chordless graph with maximum degree at most three;
• G is a complete bipartite graph;
• G is a long rich square;
• G has clique-cutset or a proper 2-cutset.
The structure of chordless graphs is elucidated in the following theorem, which will be proved in
Section 10. Let us say that a graph G is sparse if for every edge uv of G we have either deg(u) 2 or
deg(v) 2.
Theorem 1.3. Let G be a chordless graph. Then either G is sparse or G admits a 1-cutset or a proper 2-cutset.
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 can be used to derive a tight bound on the chromatic number of {ISK4,
wheel}-free graphs.
Theorem 1.4. Any {ISK4, wheel}-free graph is 3-colorable.
Theorem 1.4 will be proved in Section 11. This theorem is tight as shown by the graph on Fig. 1.
Gyárfás [8] deﬁnes a graph G to be χ -bounded with χ -bounding function f if for all induced sub-
graphs G ′ of G we have χ(G ′) f (ω(G ′)). A class of graphs is χ -bounded if there exists a χ -bounding
function that holds for all graphs of the class. Scott [15] conjectured that for any graph H , the class
of those graphs that do not contain any subdivision of H as an induced subgraph is χ -bounded. This
conjectured was disproved by Pawlik et al. [13]. It still remains to determine for which H ’s the state-
ment conjectured by Scott is true. As noted by Scott [16], some of our results can be combined with
a theorem of Kühn and Osthus [10] to prove his conjecture in the particular case of K4. Note that
being χ -bounded for the class of ISK4-free graphs means having the chromatic number bounded by
a constant (because K4 is a particular ISK4).
Theorem 1.5. (See Kühn and Osthus [10].) For every graph H and every s ∈ N there exists d = d(H, s) such
that every graph G of average degree at least d contains either a Ks,s as a subgraph or an induced subdivision
of H.
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Theorem 1.6 will be proved in Section 3. In fact, we do not know any example of an ISK4-free
graph whose chromatic number is 5 or more. We propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.7. Any ISK4-free graph is 4-colorable.
Our results yield several algorithms described in Section 12.
Theorem 1.8. There exists an algorithm of complexity O (n2m) that decides whether a given graph is
{ISK4, wheel}-free.
There exists an algorithm of complexity O (n2m) whose input is a graph with no ISK4 and no wheel and
whose output is a 3-coloring of its vertices.
2. Series-parallel graphs
Theorem 2.1. (See Dirac [6], Duﬃn [7].) A graph is series-parallel if and only if it contains no subdivision of K4
as a (possibly non-induced) subgraph.
A branch-vertex in a graph G is a vertex of degree at least 3. A branch is a path of G of length
at least one whose ends are branch-vertices and whose internal vertices are not (so they all have
degree 2). Note that a branch of G whose ends are u, v has at most one chord: uv . An induced sub-
division H of K4 has four vertices of degree three, which we call the corners of H , and six branches,
one for each pair of corners.
A theta is a connected graph with exactly two vertices of degree three, all the other vertices of
degree two, and three branches, each of length at least two. A prism is a graph that is the line graph
of a theta.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be an ISK4-free graph. Then either G is a series-parallel graph, or G contains a prism, a wheel
or a K3,3 .
Proof. Suppose that G is not series-parallel. By Theorem 2.1, G contains a subdivision H of K4 as
a possibly non-induced subgraph. Let us choose a minimal such subgraph H . So H can be obtained
from a subdivision H ′ of K4 by adding edges (called chords) between the vertices of H ′ . Since G is
ISK4-free, there is at least one such chord e in H . Let H ′ have corners a, b, c, d and branches Pab ,
Pac , Pad , Pbc , Pbd , Pcd with the obvious notation. Note that, by the minimality of H , the six paths
Pab , Pac , Pad , Pbc , Pbd , Pcd are chordless in H .
Suppose that e is incident to one of a, b, c, d, say e = ax. Then x lies in none of Pab , Pac , Pad
by the minimality of H . Moreover Pab , Pac , Pad have all length one, for otherwise, by deleting the
interior vertices of one of them, we obtain a subdivision of K4, which contradicts the minimality
of H . If H has a chord e′ that is not incident to a, then e′ is a chord of the cycle C = Pbd ∪ Pcd ∪ Pbc .
Since C is a cycle with one chord e′ and since the branches Pbd , Pcd , Pbc are chordless, we may
assume up to symmetry that C contains a cycle C ′ that goes through e′ , c, d and not through b. If
x is in C ′ , then C ′ ∪ {a} is a subdivision of K4, which contradicts the minimality of H . So, up to the
symmetry between Pbc and Pbd , we may assume that x is in Pbd \ C ′ . Then C ′ ∪ x−Pbd−d∪ {a} forms
a subdivision of K4, which contradicts the minimality of H . Hence, every chord of H is incident to a.
This means that H is a wheel with hub a and the lemma holds. From now on, we assume that no
chord of H is adjacent to a, b, c, d.
Suppose that e is between interior vertices of two branches of H with a common end, Pab and
Pad say. Put e = uv , where u ∈ Pab , v ∈ Pad . Vertices a and u are adjacent, for otherwise the deletion
of the interior vertices of a−Pab−u produces a subdivision of K4, which contradicts the minimality
of H . Similarly, a and v are adjacent, and Pbc , Pbd , Pcd all have length one. So H ′ is a prism, whose
triangles are auv , bcd. If H = H ′ , the lemma holds, so let us assume that H ′ = H . Then H has a chord
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v ′ in v Padd. Note that u′ = b and v ′ = d. Since e = e′ we may assume u = u′ . Then the deletion of the
interior vertices of aPabu′ gives a subdivision of K4, which contradicts the minimality of H .
Finally, suppose that e is between two branches of H with no common end, Pad and Pbc say. Put
e = uv , u ∈ Pad , v ∈ Pbc . If Pab has length greater than one, then by deleting its interior we obtain a
subdivision of K4, which contradicts the minimality of H . So, Pab , and similarly Pac , Pbd , Pcd , all have
length one. The same argument shows that ua, ud, vb, vc are edges of H . Hence H is isomorphic to
K3,3. 
3. Complete bipartite graphs
Here we decompose ISK4-free graphs that contain a K3,3.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be an ISK4-free graph, and H be a maximal induced Kp,q in G, such that p,q  3. Let v be
a vertex of G \ H. Then the attachment of v over H is either empty, or consists of one vertex or of one edge or
is V (H).
Proof. Let A = {a1, . . . ,ap} and B = {b1, . . . ,bq} be the two sides of the bipartition of H . If v is
adjacent to at most one vertex in A and at most one in B , then the lemma holds. Suppose now, up
to symmetry, that v is adjacent to at least two vertices in A, say a1, a2. Then v is either adjacent to
every vertex in B or to no vertex in B , for otherwise, up to symmetry, v is adjacent to b1 and not
to b2, and {a1,a2,b1,b2, v} is an ISK4. If v has no neighbor in B , then v sees every vertex in A, for
otherwise va3 /∈ E(G) say, and {a1,a2,a3,b1,b2, v} is an ISK4. So, v is complete to A and anticomplete
to B , which contradicts the maximality of H . If v is complete to B , then v is adjacent to at least two
vertices in B and symmetrically we can prove that v is complete to A. So, the attachment of v is
V (H). 
Lemma 3.2. Let G be an ISK4-free graph that contains a K3,3 , and let H be a maximal induced Kp,q of G
with p,q  3. Let U be the set of those vertices of V (G) \ H that are complete to H. Let C be a component of
G \ (H ∪ U ). Then the attachment of C over H is either empty or consists of one vertex or of one edge.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. So we may assume up to symmetry that there are vertices c1, c2 in
C such that |N({c1, c2}) ∩ D|  2 where D is one of A, B . Since C is connected, there is a path
P = c1−· · ·−c2 in C from c1 to c2. We choose c1, c2 such that P is minimal. Up to symmetry, we
may assume that c1a1, c2a2 ∈ E(G). By Lemma 3.1, we have c1 = c2. If a3 has a neighbor in P , then
by Lemma 3.1 this neighbor must be an interior vertex of P , but this contradicts the minimality of P .
So, a3 has no neighbor in P . If no vertex in B has neighbors in P , then V (P ) ∪ {a1,a2,a3,b1,b2}
induces an ISK4. If exactly one vertex in B , say b1, has neighbors in P , then V (P ) ∪ {a1,a2,a3,b2,b3}
induces an ISK4. If at least two vertices in B , say b1, b2, have neighbors in P , then by Lemma 3.1 and
by the minimality of P we may assume that N(b1) ∩ V (P ) = {c1} and N(b2) ∩ V (P ) = {c2}. But then
V (P ) ∪ {a1,a3,b1,b2} induces an ISK4. In every case there is a contradiction. 
Let us say that a complete bipartite or complete tripartite graph is thick if it contains an induced
K3,3.
Lemma 3.3. Let G be an ISK4-free graph that contains K3,3 . Then either G is a thick complete bipartite or
complete tripartite graph, or G has a clique-cutset of size at most three.
Proof. Let H be a maximal Kp,q in G , with p,q  3, and let U be the set of those vertices that are
complete to H . Note that U is a stable set because if U contains an edge uv , then {u, v,a1,b1} is an
ISK4. If V (G) = V (H)∪U , then G is either a complete bipartite graph (if U = ∅) or complete tripartite
graph (if U = ∅). Now suppose that V (G) = V (H) ∪ U , and let C be any component of G \ (H ∪ U ).
We claim that |N(C) ∩ U | 1. Else, consider two vertices u, v in N(C) ∩ U and a minimal path P in
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neighbor in C (hence in P ). Then P ∪ {u, v,a3,b3} is an ISK4, a contradiction. This proves our claim.
By Lemma 3.2, N(C) ∩ (V (H) ∪ U ) is a clique-cutset of G of size at most three. 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Let c = d(K4,6) 3 be the constant of Theorem 1.5 with H = K4 and s = 6. We
claim that any ISK4-free graphs is c-colorable. Suppose on the contrary that there exists an ISK4-free
graph G with χ(G) > c, and suppose G is minimal with this property, i.e. χ(H) c for every proper
induced subgraph H of G .
We claim that the degree of every vertex is at least c. Suppose on the contrary that G contains
a vertex v of degree deg(v) c − 1, then χ(G)max(χ(G − v),deg(v) + 1) c, a contradiction. So
the average degree of G is at least c = d(K4,6).
By Theorem 1.5 the graph G contains a K6,6 as a possibly non-induced subgraph. Let A, B be the
two sides of the K6,6. The graph G[A] contains no triangle, otherwise this triangle plus a vertex of
B forms a K4. Similarly G[B] contains no triangle. From the well-known fact that any graph on 6
vertices contains either a triangle or a stable set on 3 vertices, both G[A] and G[B] contain a stable
set of size 3. So G contains an induced K3,3.
By Lemma 3.3, the graph G admits a clique cutset K . Hence V (G) \ K is partitioned into non-
empty sets X1, X2 such that there are no edges between X1 and X2. A coloring of G can be easily
obtained by combining a coloring of G[K ∪ X1] and G[K ∪ X2], showing that χ(G) max(χ(G[K ∪
X1]),χ(G[K ∪ X2])) c. 
4. Cyclically 3-connected graphs
A separation of a graph H is a pair (A, B) of subsets of V (H) such that A∪ B = V (H) and there are
no edges between A \ B and B \ A. It is proper if both A \ B and B \ A are non-empty. The order of the
separation is |A ∩ B|. A k-separation is a separation (A, B) such that |A ∩ B| k. A separation (A, B)
is cyclic if both H[A] and H[B] has cycles. A graph H is cyclically 3-connected if it is 2-connected, not
a cycle, and there is no cyclic 2-separation. Note that a cyclic 2-separation of any graph is proper.
Here we state simple lemmas about cyclically 3-connected graphs that will be needed in the next
section. Most of them are stated and proved implicitly in [4, Section 7]. But they are worth stating
separately here: they are needed for the second time at least and writing down their proof now may
be convenient for another time. A cyclically 3-connected graph has at least four vertices and K4 is
the only cyclically 3-connected graph on four vertices. As any 2-connected graph that is not a cycle,
a cyclically 3-connected graph is edge-wise partitioned into its branches.
Lemma 4.1. Let H be a cyclically 3-connected graph. For every proper 2-separation (A, B) of H, A∩ B consists
of two non-adjacent vertices, one of H[A], H[B] is a path, and thus is included in a branch of H, and the other
contains a cycle.
Proof. Since (A, B) is proper, A ∩ B is a cutset, and so it has size two since H is 2-connected. We put
A ∩ B = {a,b}. Since (A, B) is not cyclic, up to symmetry, H[A] has no cycle. Note that H[A] contains
a path P from a to b, for otherwise one of a, b is a cutvertex of H , which contradicts H being 2-
connected. Actually, H[A] = P , for otherwise H[A] is a tree with at least one vertex c of degree 3, and
c is a cutvertex of this tree, so c is also a cutvertex of H , a contradiction again. We have ab /∈ E(H)
because (P , B) is proper. Since (P , B) is a separation, every internal vertex of P has degree two in H ,
so P is included in a branch of H as claimed. So, ab /∈ E(H) because (P , B) is proper. If B has no
cycle, then by the same proof as for A, H[B] is a path. So, H is a cycle, a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.2. Let H be a cyclically 3-connected graph and a, b be two adjacent vertices of H. Then {a,b} is not
a cutset of H.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 4.1. 
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induced paths of H whose ends are a, b. Then either:
• P1 , P2 , P3 are branches of H of length at least two and H = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 (so H is a theta);
• there exist distinct integers i, j ∈ {1,2,3} and a path S of H with an end in the interior of P i , an end in the
interior of P j and whose interior is disjoint from V (P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3); and P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 ∪ S is a subdivision
of K4 .
Proof. Put H ′ = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3. Suppose that H = H ′ . If P1 is of length one, then (V (P1 ∪ P2), V (P1 ∪
P3)) is a cyclic 2-separation of H . So P1, and similarly P2, P3 are of length at least two and the
ﬁrst outcome of the lemma holds. Now assume H = H ′ . If the second outcome of the lemma fails,
then no path like S exists. In particular there is no edge between the interior of any two of the
three paths, and the interiors of the three paths lie in distinct components of H \ {a,b}. Since H is
connected and H = H ′ , there is a vertex in V (H) \ V (H ′) with a neighbor c in one of P1, P2, P3.
Since H is 2-connected, {c} is not a cutset of H and there exists a path R from c to some other vertex
c′ in H ′ . Since no path like S exists, R must have its two ends in the same branch of H ′ , say in P1.
It follows that P1 has an interior vertex, and we call C the component of H \ {a,b} that contains the
interior of P1 union the component that contains the interior of R . Now, we put A = {a,b}∪ V (H)\C ,
B = C ∪ {a,b} and we observe that (A, B) is a cyclic 2-separation of H , a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.4. Let H be a cyclically 3-connected graph and let a, b be two branch-vertices of H such that there
exist two distinct branches of G between them. Then H is a theta.
Proof. Let P1, P2 be two distinct branches of H whose ends are a, b. Put A = V (P1 ∪ P2), B =
(V (H) \ A) ∪ {a,b}, and observe that (A, B) is a 2-separation of H . Since H is not a cycle, B contains
at least three vertices, and H[B] contains a shortest path P3 from a to b since H is 2-connected. We
apply Lemma 4.3 to P1, P2, P3. Since P1, P2 are branches, the second outcome cannot happen. So H
is a theta. 
Lemma 4.5. A graph H is cyclically 3-connected if and only if it is either a theta or a subdivision of a 3-
connected graph.
Proof. A 3-connected graph has at least four vertices. So, thetas and subdivisions of 3-connected
graphs are cyclically 3-connected. Conversely, if H is a cyclically 3-connected graph, then let H ′ be
the multigraph on the branch-vertices of H obtained as follows: for every branch of H with ends a,
b, we put an edge ab in H ′ . If H ′ has a multiple edge, then there are two vertices a, b of H and
two branches P , Q of H with ends a, b. So, by Lemma 4.4, H is a theta. Now assume that H ′ has
no multiple edge. Then H ′ is a graph and H is a subdivision of H ′ . Since H is 2-connected, H ′ is
also 2-connected. We claim that H ′ is 3-connected. For suppose that H ′ has a proper 2-separation
(A, B). Since H ′ has minimum degree at least three, it is impossible that H ′[A] is a path. Since H ′
is 2-connected, H ′[A] cannot be a tree and so it must contain a cycle. Symmetrically, H ′[B] must
contain a cycle. Let A′ be the union of A and of the set of vertices of degree two of H that arise
from subdividing edges of H ′[A]. Let B ′ be deﬁned similarly. If H ′[A ∩ B] is an edge and vertices of
H arise from the subdivision of that edge, we put them in A′ . Now we observe that (A′, B ′) is a
cyclic 2-separation of H , a contradiction. This proves our claim. It follows that H is a subdivision of a
3-connected graph. 
Lemma 4.6. Let H be a cyclically 3-connected graph and a, b be two distinct vertices of H. If no branch contains
both a, b, then H ′ = (V (H), E(H) ∪ {ab}) is a cyclically 3-connected graph and every graph obtained from H ′
by subdividing ab is cyclically 3-connected.
Proof. The graph H ′ is clearly 2-connected and not a cycle. So we need only prove that H ′ has no
cyclic 2-separation. Suppose it has a cyclic 2-separation {A, B}. Up to symmetry we may assume that
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a cycle in H ′ and so in H . Hence, by Lemma 4.1, A induces a path of H and so it is included in a
branch of H , contrary to our assumption.
By Lemma 4.5, H ′ is a subdivision of a 3-connected graph since it cannot be a theta because of the
edge ab. So, every graph that we obtain by subdividing ab is a subdivision of a 3-connected graph,
and so is cyclically 3-connected. 
Lemma 4.7. Let H be a cyclically 3-connected graph, let Z be a cycle of H and a, b, c, d be four distinct vertices
of Z that lie in this order on Z and such that ab ∈ E(Z) and cd ∈ E(Z). Let P be the subpath of Z from a to d
that does not contain b, c, and let Q be the subpath of Z from b to c that does not contain a, d. Suppose that the
edges ab, cd are in two distinct branches of H. Then there is a path R with an end-vertex in P , an end-vertex
in Q , no interior vertex in Z , and R is not from a to b or from c to d.
Proof. Suppose there does not exist a path like R . Then {a, c} is a cutset of H that separates b from d.
By Lemma 4.1, we may assume up to symmetry that a−P−d−c is included in a branch of H . Also
{b,d} is a cutset, so one of b−a−P−d, b−Q −c−d is included in a branch of H . If it is b−Q −c−d,
then {a,b} is a cutset of H contradictory to Lemma 4.2. So it is b−a−P−d, and b−a−P−d−c is
included in a branch of H . Hence, ab, cd are in the same branch of H , which contradicts our assump-
tion. 
Lemma 4.8. Let H be a subdivision of a 3-connected graph. Let C be a cycle and e an edge of H such that C
and e are edgewise disjoint. Then there exists a subdivision of K4 that is a subgraph of H and that contains C
and e.
Proof. Since H is 2-connected, there exist two vertex-disjoint paths R = x−· · ·−x′ and S = y−· · ·−y′
between C and e, with e = xy and x′, y′ ∈ C . Let P1, P2 be the two edge-disjoint paths of C with end-
vertices x′ , y′ . Let P3 = x−· · ·−x′−y′−· · ·−y. Then P1, P2, P3 are three edge-disjoint paths between
x′ and y′ , so at most one of them is an edge.
Vertices x′ , y′ have degree at least three in H , so they are also vertices of the 3-connected graph of
which H is a subdivision. So H \ {x′, y′} is connected. Let P be a shortest path connecting two paths
among P1 \ {x′, y′}, P2 \ {x′, y′}, P3 \ {x′, y′}. Then P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 ∪ P is a subdivision of K4 satisfying
the lemma. 
5. Line graph of substantial graphs
A ﬂat branch in a graph is a branch such that no triangle contains two vertices of it. So a non-ﬂat
branch is an edge that lies in a triangle. Note that any branch of length zero is ﬂat. Moreover, every
branch of length at least two is ﬂat.
A triangular subdivision of K4 is a subdivision of K4 that contains a triangle. A square theta is a
theta that contains a square, in other words, a theta with two branches of length two. A square prism
is a prism that contains a square, in other words, a prism with two ﬂat branches of length one. Note
that a square prism is the line graph of a square theta. A square subdivision of K4 is a subdivision of K4
whose corners form a (possibly non-induced) square. An induced square in a graph is even if an even
number of edges of the square lie in a triangle of the graph. It easily checked that the line graph of
a subdivision H of K4 contains an even square if and only if H is a square subdivision of K4; in that
case the vertices in any even square of L(H) arise from the edges of a square on the branch-vertices
of H . It is easily checked that a prism contains only even squares.
A diamond is a K4 minus one edge. A closed diamond is any graph obtained from a K4 by subdi-
viding only one edge. In a closed diamond that is not a K4, the four corners induce a diamond, there
is a unique branch P of length at least two, and we say that P closes the diamond.
If X , Y are two paths in a graph G , a connection between X, Y is a path P = p−· · ·−p′ such that p
has a neighbor in X , p′ has a neighbor in Y , no interior vertex of P has a neighbor in X ∪ Y , and if
p = p′ , then p has no neighbor in Y and p′ has no neighbor in X .
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squares. For every even square S of an octahedron G , the two vertices of G \ S are both links of S .
Note also that when K is a square prism with a square S , then V (K ) \ S is a link of S .
Given a graph G , a graph H such that L(H) is an induced subgraph of G , and a connected induced
subgraph C of V (G)\ L(H), we deﬁne several types that C may have, according to its attachment over
L(H):
• C is of type branch if the attachment of C over L(H) is included in a ﬂat branch of L(H);
• C is of type triangle if the attachment of C over L(H) is included in a triangle of L(H);
• C is of type augmenting if C contains a connection P = p−· · ·−p′ between two distinct ﬂat
branches X, Y of L(H) such that NX (p) is an edge of X , NY (p′) is an edge of Y , and there is
no edge between L(H) \ (X ∪ Y ) and P . We say that P is an augmenting path for C ;
• C is of type square if L(H) contains an even square S , C contains a link P of S , and there is no
edge between L(H) \ S and P . We say that P is a linking path for C .
Note that the types may overlap: a subgraph C may be of more than one type. Since we view a
vertex of G as a connected induced subgraph of G , we may speak about the type of a vertex with
respect to L(H).
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a graph that contains no triangular ISK4. Let K be a prism that is an induced subgraph of
G and let C be a connected induced subgraph of G \ K . Then C is either of type branch, triangle, augmenting
or square with respect to K .
Proof. Let X = x−· · ·−x′ , Y = y−· · ·−y′ , Z = z−· · ·−z′ be the three ﬂat branches of K denoted in
such a way that xyz and x′ y′z′ are triangles. Call X , Y , Z and the two triangles of K the pieces of K .
Suppose that C is not of type branch or triangle and consider an induced subgraph P of C minimal
with respect to the property of being a connected induced subgraph, not of type branch or triangle.
P is a path, no internal vertex of P has neighbors in K ,
and NK (P ) is not included in a branch or triangle of K . (1)
If P is not a path, then either P contains a cycle or P is a tree with a vertex of degree at least
three. In either case, P has three distinct vertices a1, a2, a3 such that P \ ai is connected for each
i = 1,2,3 (if P has a cycle, take any three vertices of Z ; if P is a tree, take three leaves of P ). For
each i = 1,2,3, by the minimality of P , the attachment of P \ ai over K is included in a piece Xi
of K , and ai has a neighbor yi in V (K ) \ Xi . So we have {y1, y2} ⊆ X3, {y1, y3} ⊆ X2, {y2, y3} ⊆ X3.
But this is impossible because no three pieces X1, X2, X3 of K have that property. Thus P is a path. If
P has length zero, then the claim holds since, by the assumption, P is not of type branch or triangle.
So, we may assume that P has length at least one. Let P have ends p, p′ . Suppose that the claim fails.
Then by the minimality of P , we have NK (P \ p′) ⊂ A and NK (P \ p) ⊂ B , where A, B are distinct
pieces of K ; moreover, some interior vertex of P must have a neighbor in K . So the attachment of
the interior of P over K is not empty and is included in A ∩ B . Since two distinct ﬂat branches of
K are disjoint and two distinct triangles of K are disjoint, we may assume that NK (p) ⊆ {x, y, z},
NK (p′) ⊆ X , and some interior vertex of P is adjacent to x. Note that p has at most two neighbors in
{x, y, z}, because G has no K4, and that p must have at least one neighbor in {y, z}, for otherwise P
is of type branch. If py, pz ∈ E(G), then, since some interior vertex of P is adjacent to x, P contains
a path that closes the diamond {x, y, z, p}, a contradiction. So we may assume up to symmetry that
pz ∈ E(G) and py /∈ E(G). Vertex p′ has a neighbor in X \ x, for otherwise P is of type triangle. Let
w be the neighbor of p′ closest to x′ along X . Then z−p−P−p′−w−X−x′ , z−Z−z′ and z−y−Y−y′
form a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. This proves claim (1).
Let p, p′ be the two ends of P . We distinguish between two cases.
Case 1: P is a connection between two ﬂat branches of K and has no neighbor in the third ﬂat branch. We may
assume that p has a neighbor in X , p′ has a neighbor in Y , and none of p, p′ has neighbors in Z . Let
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of p′ closest to y (resp. to y′) along Y . If both xLxR , yL yR are edges, then C is of type augmenting and
the lemma holds. So let us assume up to symmetry that xLxR /∈ E(G). Suppose that xL = xR . We may
assume yL = y′ (else yR = y and the argument is similar). Then p−xL−X−x, p−xR−X−x′−z′−Z−z,
p−P−p′−yL−Y−y form a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. So xL = xR . If yL yR is an edge, then X ∪
Y ∪ P is a triangular ISK4. So yL yR /∈ E(G), and consequently yL = yR (just like we obtained xL = xR ).
Suppose that xL is not equal to x or x′ . We may assume that yL = y′ (else yR = y and the argument
is similar). Then xL−X−x, xL−p−P−p′−yL−Y−y and xL−X−x′−z′−Z−z form a triangular ISK4,
a contradiction. So xL is one of x, x′ , and, similarly, yL is one y, y′ . We may assume xL = x and
yL = y′ , for otherwise (1) is contradicted. Then x−X−x′ , x−p−P−p′−y′ , x−z−Z−z′ form a triangular
ISK4, a contradiction.
Case 2: We are not in Case 1. Suppose ﬁrst that one of p, p′ has at least two neighbors in a triangle
of K . Then we may assume up to symmetry that px, py ∈ E(G), and pz /∈ E(G) because G contains
no K4. By (1) and up to symmetry, p′ must have a neighbor in Y \ y or in Z . Note that either p = p′
or NK (p) = {x, y}, for otherwise p would contradict the minimality of P . If p′ has a neighbor in Z ,
then let w be such a neighbor closest to z along Z . Then p−P−p′−w−Z−z closes the diamond
{p, x, y, z}, a contradiction. So, p′ has no neighbor in Z , and so it has neighbors in Y \ y. Let wL
(resp. wR ) be the neighbor of p′ closest to y (resp. to y′) along Y . Note that wR = y by (1). If p′
has no neighbor in X , then x−X−x′ , x−p−P−p′−wR−Y−y′ and x−z−Z−z′ form a triangular ISK4.
So p′ has a neighbor in X , and we denote by vL (resp. vR ) such a neighbor closest to x (resp. to x′)
along X . Since we are not in Case 1, we have p = p′ . If either vL = x′ or wL = y′ , then p′ contradicts
the minimality of P . So assume vL = vR = x′ and wL = wR = y′ . If X has length at least two, then
p−P−p′−x′−z′−Z−z closes the diamond {p, x, y, z}. So X has length one, and similarly Y has length
one. But then P is a link of the even square {x, y, x′, y′} of K , so C is of type square.
Now we assume that both p, p′ have at most one neighbor in a triangle of K . At least one of
p, p′ (say p) must have neighbors in more than one branch of K , for otherwise we are in Case 1.
So p = p′ by the minimality of P , and p has neighbors in X , Y , Z , for otherwise we are again in
Case 1. We may assume that py, pz /∈ E(G). Let xR , yR , zR be the neighbors of p closest to x′ , y′ ,
z′ along X , Y , Z respectively. Then p−xR−X−x′ , p−yR−Y−y′ , p−zR−Z−z′ form a triangular ISK4,
a contradiction. 
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a graph that contains no triangular ISK4. Let H be a subdivision of K4 such that L(H) is
an induced subgraph of G. Let C be a connected induced subgraph of G \ L(H). Then C is either of type branch,
triangle, augmenting or square with respect to L(H).
Proof. Let a, b, c, d be the four corners of H . See Fig. 2. The three edges incident to each vertex
x = a,b, c,d form a triangle in L(H), which we label Tx . In L(H), for every pair x, y ∈ {a,b, c,d} there
is one path with an end in Tx and an end in T y , and no interior vertex in the triangles, and we denote
this path by Pxy . Note that Pxy = P yx , and the six distinct paths so obtained are vertex disjoint. Some
of these paths may have length 0. In the triangle Tx , we denote by vxy the vertex that is the end
of the path Pxy . Thus the ﬂat branches of L(H) are the paths of length at least one among Pab , Pac ,
Pad , Pbc , Pbd , Pcd . Note that L(H) may have as many as four triangles other than Ta , Tb , Tc , Td . The
branch-vertices of L(H) are vab , vac , vad , vba , vbc , vbd , vca , vcb , vcd , vda , vdb and vdc . The subgraph
L(H) has no other edges than those in the four triangles and those in the six paths. Let every ﬂat
branch and every triangle of L(H) be called a piece of L(H).
Suppose that C is not of type branch or triangle with respect to L(H), and consider an induced
subgraph P of C minimal with respect to the property of being a connected induced subgraph not of
type branch or triangle.
P is a path, no internal vertex of P has neighbors in L(H) and
NL(H)(P ) is not included in a ﬂat branch or in a triangle of L(H). (1)
If P is not a path, then, as in the proof of claim (1) in Lemma 5.1, P has three distinct vertices a1, a2,
a3 such that P \ ai is connected for each i = 1,2,3. For each i = 1,2,3, by the minimality of P , the
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attachment of P \ ai over K is included in a piece Xi of K , and ai has a neighbor yi in V (K ) \ Xi . So
we have {y1, y2} ⊆ X3, {y1, y3} ⊆ X2, {y2, y3} ⊆ X3. This is possible in L(H) only if each of X1, X2,
X3 is a triangle and {y1, y2, y3} is also a triangle. But then the attachment of P is {y1, y2, y3}, so P
is of type triangle, a contradiction. So P is a path. If P has length zero, then the claim holds since,
by the assumption, P is not of type branch or triangle. So, we may assume that P has length at least
one. Let P have ends p, p′ . Suppose that the claim fails. Then by the minimality of P , NL(H)(p) ⊂ A
and NL(H)(p′) ⊂ B , where A, B are distinct pieces of L(H). Also some interior vertex of P must have
a neighbor in L(H). By the minimality of P , the attachment of the interior of P over L(H) is included
in A ∩ B . Since two distinct ﬂat branches of L(H) are disjoint, we may assume that A = Td and either
B = Pad or Pad has length zero and B = Ta . In either case, A ∩ B = {vda}. Note that p has at most two
neighbors in Td , because G has no K4, and that p must have at least one neighbor in {vdb, vdc}, for
otherwise the attachment of P is included in B and P is of type branch or triangle. Note that p′ has
neighbors in B \ vda , for otherwise P is of type triangle. If pvdb, pvdc ∈ E(G), then since some interior
vertex of P is adjacent to vda , P contains a subpath that closes the diamond Td ∪{p}, a contradiction.
So, up to symmetry, we assume pvdb ∈ E(G) and pvdc /∈ E(G).
We observe that P ∪ Pac ∪ B contains an induced path Q from p to vca , and no vertex of Q has
neighbors in V (Pcd) ∪ V (Pbd) ∪ V (Pbc). If possible, choose Q so that it does not contain vab . Now
Q , Pcd , Pbd , Pbc , form a triangular ISK4 (whose triangle is Tc and fourth corner is vdb) except if
Q goes through vab and Pab has length zero (so vab = vba). In the latter situation, we must have
NB(p′) = {vab} by the choice of Q , so B = Ta and Pad has length zero. If Pbd has length at least 1,
then vdb−P−p′−vba , vdb−Pbd−vbd and vdb−vdc−Pcd−vcd−vcb−Pbc−vbc form a triangular ISK4. So
Pbd has length zero. But then {vda, vdb, vab} is a triangle and is the attachment of P over L(H), so P
is of type triangle with respect to L(H), a contradiction. This proves claim (1).
One of Pab, Pac , Pad, Pbc, Pbd, Pcd has length at least 1. (2)
Suppose that Pab , Pac , Pad , Pbc , Pbd , Pcd all have length zero. Then L(H) is the octahedron (K2,2,2).
Note that L(H) has no ﬂat branch. For convenience, we rename its vertices x, x′ , y, y′ , z, z′ so
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neighbor in every pair {x, x′}, {y, y′}, {z, z′}, then NL(H)(P ) is a subset of a triangle, a contradiction.
So, we may assume up to symmetry that p is adjacent to x and p′ to x′ . Let S be the square of
L(H) induced by y, y′ , z, z′ . Vertex p cannot be adjacent to the two vertices of an edge of S , for
that would yield (with x) a K4 in G . So we may assume py, py′ /∈ E(G). If pz, pz′ are both in E(G),
then p itself is a vertex not of type branch or triangle, so p = p′ by the minimality of P , and since
S ′ = {x, x′, z, z′} is an even square of L(H) and NL(H)(P ) = S ′ , C is of type square. Hence we may
assume up to symmetry that pz′ /∈ E(G), so p has at most one neighbor in S . Similarly, p′ has at
most one neighbor in S . If any edge uv of S has no neighbor of p or p′ , then P closes the diamond
induced by {u, v, x, x′}, a contradiction. So every edge of S has a neighbor of p or p′ , which implies
pz ∈ E(G) and p′z′ ∈ E(G). Then P is a link of the square {x, z, x′, z′} of L(H), so C is of type square.
This proves claim (2).
By (2) we may assume up to symmetry that Pab has length at least one. So the vertices of
Pad, Pbd, Pab, Pac, Pbc induce a prism K in G , whose triangles are Ta, Tb and whose ﬂat branches
are Pab, Pac ∪ Pbc and Pad ∪ Pbd . We apply Lemma 5.1 to K and P , which leads to the following four
cases.
Case 1: P is of type branch with respect to K . Suppose ﬁrst that NK (P ) ⊆ V (Pab). By (1), P has neighbors
in Pcd , and we may assume that p has a neighbor in Pab , p′ has a neighbor in Pcd , and no proper
subpath of P has this property. Let vL (resp. vR ) be the neighbor of p closest to vab (resp. to vba)
along Pab . Up to the symmetry between Pab and Pcd we may assume vL vR /∈ E(G), for otherwise
C is of type augmenting with respect to L(H) and the lemma holds. Let wR the neighbor of p′
closest to vcd along Pcd . If vL = vR , then vL−Pab−vab−vac−Pac−vca , vL−Pab−vba−vbc−Pbc−vcb ,
vL−p−P−p′−wR−Pcd−vcd form a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. If vL = vR , then p−vL−Pab−
vab−vac−Pac−vca , p−vR−Pab−vba−vbc−Pbc−vcb , p−P−p′−wR−Pcd−vcd form a triangular ISK4,
a contradiction.
Now we may assume up to symmetry that NK (P ) ⊆ V (Pad)∪ V (Pbd). Suppose that P has a neigh-
bor in each of Pad , Pbd and Pcd . Let va , vb , vc be the neighbors of P closest to vda , vdb and vdc
respectively along these paths. Then V (P ) ∪ V (va−Pad−vda) ∪ V (vb−Pbd−vdb) ∪ V (vc−Pcd−vdc) in-
duces a triangular ISK4 (whose corners are vda , vdb , vdc and one of p, p′), a contradiction. So, P has
no neighbor in at least one of Pad , Pbd , Pcd .
If P has no neighbor in Pbd , then by (1), we may assume that p has a neighbor in Pad , p′
has a neighbor in Pcd , and no proper subpath of P has such a property. Let vR be the neigh-
bor of p closest to vad along Pad . Suppose that p′ has a unique neighbor w in Pcd . If vR = vda ,
then w = vdc by (1) and w−Pcd−vdc , w−p′−P−p−vda , w−Pcd−vcd−vcb−Pbc−vbc−vbd−Pbd−vdb
form a triangular ISK4. If vR = vda , then w−p′−P−p−vR−Pad−vad , w−Pcd−vcd−vca−Pac−vac ,
w−Pcd−vdc−vdb−Pbd−vbd−vba−Pab−vab form a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. So p′ has at least
two neighbors on Pcd , and in particular Pcd has length at least one. So Pcd , Pad , Pac , Pbd , Pcb form a
prism K ′ . Let us apply Lemma 5.1 to K ′ and P . Since P has at least two neighbors in the ﬂat branch
Pcd of K ′ and at least one neighbor in Pad , P is not of type branch or triangle with respect to K ′ .
Also P is not of type square with respect to K ′ , because NK ′ (P ) is included in V (Pad) ∪ V (Pcd) and
cannot induce an even square of K ′ . So P is of type augmenting with respect to K ′ . So NK ′ (p) is an
edge of Pad (and this implies that Pad is a ﬂat branch of L(H)), NK ′ (p′) is an edge of Pcd , hence P is
of type augmenting with respect to L(H).
If P has no neighbor in Pad , the situation is similar to the preceding paragraph (by symmetry).
Now suppose that P has no neighbor in Pcd . By (1), we may assume that p has a neighbor in
Pad , p′ has a neighbor in Pbd , and no proper subpath of P has this property. Let vR (resp. vL ) be
the neighbor of p closest to vad (resp. to vda) along Pad . Let wR (resp. wL ) be the neighbor of p′
closest to vdb (resp. to vbd) along Pbd . If both vL vR ,wLwR are edges, then C is of type augment-
ing with respect to L(H) and the lemma holds. So let us assume, up to the symmetry between
Pad and Pbd , that vL vR is not an edge. If vL = vR , then p−vL−Pad−vda , p−vR−Pad−vad−vac−
Pac−vca−vcd−Pcd−vdc and p−P−p′−w−Pbd−vdb form a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. So
vL = vR . If wRwL is an edge, then Pab ∪ Pad ∪ Pbd ∪ P is a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. So wRwL
is not an edge, and, as above, this implies that wR = wL . We cannot have {vL,wL} = {vda, vdb}, for
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vL−Pad−vad−vac−Pac−vca−vcd−Pcd−vdc and vL−p−P−p′−w−Pbd−vdb form a triangular ISK4,
a contradiction.
Case 2: P is of type triangle with respect to K . We assume up to symmetry that NK (P ) ⊆ Ta . By (1)
and up to symmetry, we may assume that p has a neighbor in Ta , p′ has a neighbor in Pcd , and
no interior vertex of P has a neighbor in L(H). We may assume that we are not in Case 1, so p
has at least two neighbors in Ta; and p has only two neighbors in Ta , for otherwise there is a K4
in G . Suppose that pvac, pvad ∈ E(G) and pvab /∈ E(G). If p′ has only one neighbor in Pcd , then
Pac ∪ Pad ∪ Pcd ∪ P is a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. So p′ has at least two neighbors in Pcd , which
implies that Pcd has length at least one, and we may assume up to symmetry that the neighbor w of
p′ closest to d on Pcd is different from c. Then vac−Pac−vca−vcb−Pcb−vbc , vac−vab−Pab−vba and
vac−p−P−p′−w−Pdc−vdc−vdb−Pdb−vbd form a triangular ISK4 (whose corners are the vertices of
Tb and vac), a contradiction. So pvab ∈ E(G) and we may assume up to symmetry pvad /∈ E(G). Then
vab−p−P−p′−w−Pcd−vdc , vab−vad−Pad−vda and vab−Pab−vba−vbd−Pbd−vdb form a triangular
ISK4, a contradiction.
Case 3: P is of type augmenting with respect to K . We may assume up to symmetry that NK (p) is an
edge e in Pad ∪ Pbd and NK (p′) is an edge e′ in either Pab or in Q = Pac ∪ Pbc . If e′ is in Pab , let vR
be its vertex closest to vba . If e′ is in Q let vR be its vertex closest to vbc . Let uR be the other vertex
of e′ .
Suppose that e = vdavdb . So Td ∪ {p} induces a diamond. Then P has no neighbor in Pcd , for
otherwise P ∪ Pcd would contain a path that closes the diamond Td ∪ {p}. If e′ is in Pab , then vda−
p−P−p′−vR−Pab−vba−vbc−Pbc−vcb , vda−vdc−Pcd−vcd and vda−Pad−vad−vac−Pac−vca form a
triangular ISK4, a contradiction (note that this holds even when P and every Pxy except Pab has
length zero). Hence e′ is in Q . If vR is in Pac , then Pac has length at least one and vR = vac , so
p−P−p′−vR−Pac−vca−vcd−Pcd−vdc closes the diamond {p, vda, vdb, vdc}. So vR is not in Pac ; and,
by symmetry, uR is not in Pbc , so we must have e′ = vcavcb . If one of Pac , Pad has length at least one,
then p−P−p′−vca−vcd−Pcd−vdc closes the diamond Td ∪ {p}, a contradiction. So suppose that both
Pad , Pac have length zero, and similarly both Pbd , Pbc have length zero. Then P is a link of the even
square induced by the four vertices vda = vad , vac = vca , vcb = vbc and vbd = vdb of L(H), hence, C is
of type square with respect to L(H).
Now we may assume that e = vdavdb , and, similarly, that e′ = vcavcb . We may assume up to
symmetry that e is in Pad . We know that e′ is in either Pab , Pac or Pbc , and that no vertex of P
has a neighbor in Pbd . Let e = uL vL so that the vertices vad , uL , vL , vda lie in this order on Pad .
Suppose that some vertex of Pcd has a neighbor in P and call w such a vertex closest to vdc . Note
that w must be adjacent to x ∈ {p, p′}, so x itself is a connected induced subgraph of G , not of
type branch or triangle with respect to L(H). This and the minimality of P imply x = p = p′ . Put
Q 1 = p−vL−Pad−vda , Q 2 = p−w−Pcd−vdc . If e′ is in Pab , put Q 3 = p−vR−Pab−vba−vbd−Pbd−vdb .
If e′ is in Q , put Q 3 = p−vR−Q −vbc−vbd−Pbd−vdb . Now, if w has no neighbor in Q 3, then Q 1, Q 2,
Q 3 form a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. So w has a neighbor in Q 3, which means that w = vcd
and vR ∈ Pac . Then p−vcd−vcb−Pbc−vbc−vba−Pab−vab , p−uR−Pac−vac and p−uL−Pad−vad form
a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. So no vertex of P has a neighbor in Pcd . It follows that C is of type
augmenting with respect to L(H).
Case 4: P is of type square with respect to K . So P is a link of an even square S of K and has no neighbor
in K \ S . We may assume up to symmetry that S contains Pad and Pbd , so these two paths have length
zero, that is, vad = vda and vbd = vdb . If any vertex of P has a neighbor w in Pcd , then p = p′ by the
minimality of P . So p is adjacent to both vad, vbd . Then Td ∪ {p} induces either a K4 (if w = vdc)
or a diamond that is closed by a subpath of Pcd ∪ {p}, a contradiction. Hence, no vertex of P has a
neighbor in Pcd . Suppose that Pab ⊂ S . Note that S is an even square of K , but a non-even square of
L(H). Then V (P )∪{vda, vba} contains an induced path Q from vda to vba such that no interior vertex
of Q has a neighbor in (L(H) \ S) ∪ {vda, vba}. Then vda−Q −vba−vbc−Pbc−vcb , vda−vac−Pac−vca
and vda−vdc−Pcd−vcd form a triangular subdivision of K4, a contradiction. So Pab ⊂ S . So S has
vertices vad = vda , vdb = vbd , vbc = vcb and vac = vca , and S is an even square of L(H). Thus C is of
type square with respect to L(H) because of S and P . 
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square subdivision of K4. The following lemma shows that type square arises only with line graphs
of non-substantial graphs.
Lemma 5.3. Let G be a graph that contains no triangular ISK4. Let H be a substantial graph such that L(H)
is an induced subgraph of G. Let C be a component of G \ L(H). Then C is either of type branch, triangle or
augmenting with respect to L(H).
Proof. We suppose that C is minimal with respect to the property of being not of type branch or
triangle with respect to L(H). Note that every vertex in H has degree at most three since L(H)
contains no K4. We may assume that there are two non-incident edges e1, e2 of H that are members
of the attachment of C over L(H) and are not in the same branch of H , for otherwise all edges of the
attachment of C over L(H) are either in the same branch of H , and so C is of type branch or triangle,
or are pairwise incident, and so C is of type triangle. Since H is 2-connected, there exists a cycle Z of
H that goes through e1, e2, and we put e1 = ab, e2 = cd so that a, b, c, d appear in this order along Z .
Note that a, b, c, d are pairwise distinct. Let P be the subpath of Z from a to d that does not contain
b, c, and let Q be the subpath of Z from b to c that does not contain a, d. By Lemma 4.7 there is a
path R with an end-vertex in P , an end-vertex in Q and no interior vertex in C , and R is not from a
to b or from c to d.
Suppose that V (H) = V (P ) ∪ V (Q ) ∪ V (R). Then R must have length at least two, and H must be
a theta since it is substantial, so L(H) is a prism. By the preceding paragraph, the attachment of C
over L(H) contains at least two vertices in distinct ﬂat branches L(H), and not in a triangle of that
prism. So, by Lemma 5.1, C is of type augmenting or square with respect to the prism. Moreover, type
square is impossible because H is substantial; so C is of type augmenting, and the lemma holds.
Now we may assume that H has more edges than those in P , Q , R . By Lemma 4.5, H is a sub-
division of a 3-connected graph. Pick any r ∈ V (P ) ∩ V (R), r′ ∈ V (Q ) ∩ V (R) and put P1 = r PabQ r′ ,
P2 = r PdcQ r′ , and P3 = R = r−· · ·−r′ . By Lemma 4.3, for some distinct i, j ∈ {1,2,3} there exists a
path S of H with an end in the interior of Pi , an end in the interior of P j and such that the interior
of S is disjoint from P1, P2, P3. Since H ′ = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 ∪ S is a subdivision of K4, we may apply
Lemma 5.2 to C and L(H ′). Note that C cannot be of type branch or triangle with respect to L(H ′)
because of the edges ab and cd. Hence C is of type square or augmenting with respect to L(H ′), and,
by the minimality of C , it is either a link of an even square of L(H ′) or a connection between two
branches of L(H ′). We claim that the interior vertices of C have no neighbor in L(H ′). For suppose
on the contrary that there is a vertex w of L(H ′) with a neighbor in the interior of C . If C is of type
augmenting with respect to L(H ′), then, by the minimality of C , w must lie in the intersection of two
edges of distinct ﬂat branches of L(H ′), a contradiction since ﬂat branches of L(H ′) do not intersect.
If C is of type square with respect to L(H ′), then, by the minimality of C , w must lie in the intersec-
tion of two triangles of L(H ′) that share a common vertex not in the square. But then C contains a
path that closes a diamond, a contradiction. So the claim is proved. Now, we distinguish between two
cases.
Case 1: H contains a square subdivision of K4 as a subgraph, and C is of type square with respect to its line
graph. We may assume up to a relabeling that C is of type square with respect to L(H ′) and that
abcd is a square of H , P1 = ab, P2 = dc, R is from a to c and S is from b to d. Every vertex of H has
degree at most three since L(H) contains no K4. Since H is substantial, it is not a square subdivision
of K4, so there is a vertex in H \ H ′ . Since H is connected and H = H ′ , there exists a neighbor in
V (H) \ V (H ′) of a vertex e ∈ V (H ′), and e /∈ {a,b, c,d} because a, b, c, d have already three neighbors.
So e is in the interior of one of S , R (say S). Since H is 2-connected, {e} is not a cutset of H and
there exists a path T from e to some other vertex in H ′ . If every such path has its two ends in S ,
then we put A = V (P ) ∪ V (Q ) ∪ V (R), B = (V (H) \ A) ∪ {b,d} and we observe that (A, B) is a cyclic
2-separation of H , a contradiction. So we may assume that the other end e′ of T is in the interior
of R . Now let H ′′ be the subgraph of H obtained from P ∪ Q ∪ R ∪ S ∪ T by deleting the edges of
the subpath d-S-e. We observe that H ′′ is a subdivision of K4 (whose corners are a, b, c, e′). We now
apply Lemma 5.2 to C and L(H ′′). In fact C cannot be of type branch, triangle or augmenting with
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type square because the edges ab, bc, cd, da of H do not form an even square in L(H ′′) since d has
degree two in H ′′ . This is a contradiction.
Case 2: We are not in Case 1. So C is of type augmenting with respect to L(H ′). We may assume, up
to a relabeling, that the attachment of C over L(H ′) consists of two pairs {e1, e′1}, {e2, e′2} of adjacent
vertices, where (in H) e1, e′1 are two incident edges of P1 and e2, e′2 are two incident edges of P2.
Suppose that there is a vertex x different from e1, e2, e′1, e′2 in the attachment of C over L(H). By
Lemma 4.8 applied (in H) to edge x and cycle P1 ∪ P2, H contains a subdivision H ′′ of K4 that
contains P1 ∪ P2 ∪ {x}. By Lemma 5.2, C is either of type branch, triangle, augmenting or square with
respect to L(H ′′). In fact C is not of type square as we are not in Case 1; moreover, C cannot be of
type triangle or augmenting as it has at least ﬁve neighbors in L(H ′′). So it is of type branch. But the
branch of H ′′ containing x is edgewise disjoint from P1 ∪ P2, a contradiction. So x does not exist, and
we conclude that C is of type augmenting with respect to L(H). 
Lemma 5.4. Let G be a graph that contains no triangular ISK4. Let H be a substantial graph such that L(H) is
an induced subgraph of G and is inclusion-wise maximumwith respect to that property. Then either G = L(H),
or G has a clique-cutset of size at most three, or G has a proper 2-cutset.
Proof. Suppose that G = L(H). So there is a component C of G \ L(H). Let us apply Lemma 5.3 to
C and L(H). Suppose that C is of type augmenting. So there is a path P like in the deﬁnition of
the type augmenting. In H the attachment of C consists of four edge ab, be, cd, df , where b, d have
degree two in H . Let us consider the graph H ′ obtained from H by adding between b and d a path R
whose length is one plus the length of P . Then H ′ is substantial. Indeed, it is cyclically 3-connected
by Lemma 4.6, and it is not a square theta or a square subdivision of K4 since H is not a square
theta. Moreover, L(H ′) is an induced subgraph of G , where P corresponds to the path R . This is
a contradiction to the maximality of L(H). So C is of type branch or triangle. If C is of type branch,
then the ends of the branch that contain the attachment of C form a cutset of G of size at most
two. So either this is a proper 2-cutset or it contains a clique-cutset. If C is of type triangle, then the
triangle that contains the attachment of C is a clique cutset of G . 
6. Rich squares
Lemma 6.1. Let G be an ISK4-free graph that does not contain the line graph of a substantial graph. Let K be a
rich square that is an induced subgraph of G and is maximal with respect to this property. Then either G = K
or G has a clique-cutset of size at most three or G has a proper 2-cutset.
Proof. Let S be a central square of K , with vertices u1, u2, u3, u4 and edges u1u2, u2u3, u3u4, u4u1.
Recall that every component of K \ S is a link of S . A link with ends p, p′ is said to be short if p = p′ ,
and long if p = p′ . Note that long links are ﬂat branches of K . If two long links B1 = p1−· · ·−p′1 and
B2 = p2−· · ·−p′2 are such that NS(p1) = NS(p2) and NS (p′1) = NS (p′2), then we say that B1, B2 are
parallel, otherwise they are orthogonal.
Suppose that G = K . Let C be a component of G \ K . We may assume that the attachment of C
over K is not empty, for otherwise any vertex of K would be a cutset of G . This leads to the following
three cases.
Case 1: NK (C) contains vertices of a long link of S. Let B1 = p1−· · ·−p′1 be such a link. We may assume
up to symmetry that NS(p1) = {u1,u2} and NS(p′1) = {u3,u4}. If C has no neighbor in K \ B1, then{p1, p′1} is a proper 2-cutset of G and the lemma holds. So C has a neighbor in K \ B1.
Suppose that C has no neighbor in K \ (S ∪ B1). Hence C has a neighbor in S . By Lemma 5.1
applied to the prism S ∪ B1 and C , we deduce that C is of type augmenting, triangle or square.
If C is of type triangle, then there is a triangle cutset in G , and the lemma holds. If C is of type
augmenting, let P be a shortest path of C that sees B1 and S . Let B be a component of K \ (S ∪ B1).
Then G[B1 ∪ B ∪ P ∪ {u1,u3}] is an ISK4, a contradiction. If C is of type square and not augmenting,
then it must be that B1 has length one and, up to symmetry, C contains a path P with one end
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G[B1 ∪ B ∪ P ∪ {u1,u3}] is an ISK4, a contradiction.
Therefore NK (C) contains vertices of a component B2 of K \ (S ∪ B1). Suppose that B2 is either
short or orthogonal to B1. Then K ′ = G[S ∪ B1 ∪ B2] is the line graph of a subdivision of K4, and we
can apply Lemma 5.2 to K ′ and C . Clearly, C is not of type branch or triangle with respect to K ′ ,
and it is also not of type square because B1 ∪ B2 contains no even square of K ′ . So C is of type
augmenting, with a path P as in the deﬁnition of type augmenting. This implies that B2 is a ﬂat
branch of K , and so it is a long link of S . Then G[S ∪ B1 ∪ B2 ∪ P ] is the line graph of a substantial
graph, a contradiction.
So B2 is a long link parallel to B1. Let B2 = p2−· · ·−p′2 with NS (p2) = NS (p1) and NS (p′2) =
NS (p′1). Let P = p3−· · ·−p′3 be a shortest path of C such that p3 has neighbors in B1 and p′3 has
neighbors in B2. If no vertex of P has a neighbor in {u1,u2}, then B1 ∪ B2 ∪ P contains a path that
closes the diamond {p1, p2,u1,u2}, a contradiction. So some vertex of P has a neighbor in {u1,u2}
and similarly some vertex of P has a neighbor in {u3,u4}. By Lemma 5.1 applied to the prism K ′ =
G[S ∪ B1] and P , we deduce that P is of type augmenting with respect to K ′ . Let P ′ be a shortest
subpath of P that contains neighbors of B1 and S . One end of P ′ must be p3, and NB1 (p3) = {q1,q′1},
where q1q′1 is an edge of B1 and p1, q1, q′1, p′1 appear in this order along B1. We denote the other end
of P ′ by p′′3, and we can assume up to symmetry that NK (p′′3) = {u2,u3}. If p′3 = p′′3, then B1 ∪ B2 ∪
P ′ ∪ {u1,u3} is a triangular ISK4, a contradiction. So p′3 = p′′3. By Lemma 5.1 applied to K ′′ = G[S ∪ B2]
and p′3, we deduce that p′3 is of type augmenting with respect to K ′′ , so NB2 (p′3) = {q2,q′2}, where
q2,q′2 is an edge of B2 and p2,q2,q′2, p′2 appear in this order along B2. Then the paths p′3−u2,
p′3−q2−B2−p2 and p′3−P−p3−q′1−B1−p′1−u4−u1 form a triangular ISK4, a contradiction.
Case 2: NK (C) does not contain any vertex of a long link of S, and contains vertices of a short link. So there
exists a vertex b1 adjacent to all of S and to C . Suppose that C is also adjacent to a component of
K \ (S ∪b1), that is, to a vertex b2 = b1 adjacent to all of S . Then K ′ = G[S ∪{b1,b2}] is the line graph
of K4, so we can apply Lemma 5.2 to K ′ and C . We deduce that C is of type square with respect to K ′ ,
with a linking path P . Since K ∪ P cannot be a rich square (which would contradict the maximality
of K ), we may assume up to symmetry that NK ′ (P ) = {u1,u3,b1,b2}. Since K is a maximal rich
square, and S ∪ P ∪ {b1,b2} is a rich square, K \ (S ∪ {b1,b2}) must have a component B3 (a link
of S). Then B3 ∪ P ∪ {u2,u4,b1,b2} is a (non-triangular) ISK4, a contradiction. So no vertex of C has a
neighbor in K \ (S ∪ {b1}). Let B2 be any component of K \ (S ∪ {b1}). Note that K ′ = S ∪ B2 ∪ {b1} is
the line graph of a subdivision of K4. By Lemma 5.2 applied to K ′ and C , we deduce that C is of type
triangle with respect to K ′ . Since no vertex of C has a neighbor in a component of K \ S (except b1),
we see that G has a triangle cutset.
Case 3: NK (C) is included in S. Let K ′ be a subgraph of K that contains S and is either the line graph
of an ISK4 or a prism (take S plus a long link if possible or two short links otherwise). We can apply
Lemma 5.1 or 5.2 to K ′ and C . If C is of type augmenting or square with respect to K ′ with path P ,
then K ∪ P is a rich square, a contradiction to the maximality of K . If C is of type branch or triangle,
then G has a proper 2-cutset or a clique cutset. 
7. Prisms
Lemma 7.1. Let G be an ISK4-free graph that does not contain the line graph of a substantial graph or a rich
square as an induced subgraph. Let K be a prism that is an induced subgraph of G. Then either G = K or G has
a clique-cutset of size at most three or G has a proper 2-cutset.
Proof. Suppose that G = K , and let C be any component of G \ K . Apply Lemma 5.1 to K and C . If
C is of type branch, then the ends of the branch of K that contains the attachment of C over K is a
cutset of size at most two, and either it is proper or it contains a clique cutset. If C is of type triangle,
then G has a triangle cutset. If C is of type augmenting, with augmenting path P , then P ∪ K is either
the line graph of a non-square subdivision of K4, or a rich square, in both cases a contradiction. If C
is of type square, with a linking path P , then K ∪ P is a rich square, a contradiction. 
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maximum degree three, or G is a rich square, or G has a clique-cutset of size at most three or G has a proper
2-cutset.
Proof. Since G contains a prism, it contains as an induced subgraph the line graph L(H) of a cyclically
3-connected graph. By Lemma 4.5, H is either a theta or a subdivision of a 3-connected graph. In the
latter case, if H is substantial, then the result holds by Lemma 5.4. Else, we may assume that G
does not contain the line graph of a substantial graph and L(H) is a rich square made of a square
with two links, and then the result holds by Lemma 6.1. Hence, in the ﬁrst case, we may assume
that G contains no rich square and no line graph of a substantial graph. Then the result holds by
Lemma 7.1. 
8. Wheels and double star cutset
A paw is a graph with four vertices a, b, c, d and four edges ab, ac, ad, bc.
Lemma 8.1. Let G be a graph that does not contain a triangular ISK4 or a prism. If G contains a paw, then G
has a star-cutset.
Proof. Suppose that G does not have a star-cutset. Let X be a paw in G , with vertices a, b, c, d and
edges ab, ac, ad, bc. Since G does not admit a star-cutset, the set {a} ∪ N(a) \ {b,d} is not a cutset
of G , so there exists a chordless path P1 with endvertices b, d such that the interior vertices of P1
are distinct from a and not adjacent to a. Likewise, the set {a} ∪ N(a) \ {c,d} is not a cutset of G ,
so there exists a chordless path P2 with endvertices c, d such that the interior vertices of P2 are
distinct from a and not adjacent to a. The deﬁnition of P1, P2 implies that there exists a path Q
with endvertices b, c such that V (Q ) ⊆ V (P1) ∪ V (P2), Q is not equal to the edge bc, and bc is
the only chord of Q . So V (Q ) induces a cycle. If d is in Q , then V (Q ) ∪ {a} induces a triangular
subdivision of K4, a contradiction. If d is not in Q , then the deﬁnition of P1, P2 implies that there
exists a path R whose endvertices are d and a vertex q of Q and V (R) ⊆ V (P1) ∪ V (P2). We choose
a minimal such path R . Let d′ be the neighbor of q in R . The minimality of R implies that R is
chordless, (V (R) \ {q})∩ V (Q ) = ∅, and d′ is the only vertex of R with a neighbor in Q . If d′ has only
one neighbor in Q , then V (Q ) ∪ V (R) ∪ {a} induces a triangular subdivision of K4 (whose corners
are a, b, c, q), a contradiction. If d′ has exactly two neighbors in Q and these are adjacent, then
V (Q ) ∪ V (R) ∪ {a} induces a prism, a contradiction. If d′ has at least two non-adjacent neighbors in
Q , then V (Q ) ∪ V (R) ∪ {a} contains an induced triangular subdivision of K4 (whose corners are a, b,
c, d′), a contradiction. 
Lemma 8.2. Let G be an ISK4-free graph that does not contain a prism or an octahedron. If G contains a wheel
(H,u) with |V (H)| = 4, then G has a star-cutset.
Proof. Suppose that G does not have a star-cutset. Let the vertices of H be u1, . . . ,u4 in this order. If
u is adjacent to only three of them, then V (H) ∪ {u} induces a subdivision of K4. So we may assume
that u is adjacent to all vertices of H . Since G does not admit a star-cutset, the set {u}∪N(u)\{u1,u3}
is not a cutset of G , so there exists a chordless path P with endvertices u1,u3 such that the inte-
rior vertices of P are distinct from u and not adjacent to u. Let P = u1−v−· · ·−u3. Vertex v must
be adjacent to u2, for otherwise {u,u1,u2, v} induces a paw, which contradicts Lemma 8.1. Likewise,
v is adjacent to u4. If v is not adjacent to u3, then {u1,u2,u3,u4, v} induces a subdivision of K4,
a contradiction. If v is adjacent to u3, then {u,u1,u2,u3,u4, v} induces an octahedron, a contradic-
tion. 
Lemma 8.3. Let G be an ISK4-free graph that does not contain a prism or an octahedron. If G contains a wheel,
then G has a star-cutset or a double star cutset.
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imum. Let u1, . . . ,uh be the neighbors of u in H in this order. If h = 3, then V (H) ∪ {u} induces a
subdivision of K4, so we may assume that h 4. By Lemma 8.2, we may assume that |V (H)| 5. Let
us call fan any pair (P , x) where P is a chordless path, x is a vertex not in P , and x has exactly four
neighbors in P , including the two endvertices of P . Since |V (H)|  5, we may assume up to sym-
metry that u1 and u4 are not adjacent. Letting Q be the subpath of H whose endvertices are u1, u4
and which contains u2, u3, we see that (Q ,u) is a fan. Since G contains a fan, we may choose a fan
(P , x) with a shortest P . Let x1, x2, x3, x4 be the four neighbors of x in P in this order, where x1, x4
are the endvertices of P . If x1 is adjacent to x2, then {x, x1, x2, x4} induces a paw, which contradicts
Lemma 8.1. So x1 is not adjacent to x2, and similarly x3 is not adjacent to x4. Also x2 is not adjacent
to x3, for otherwise {x, x1, x2, x3} induces a paw. For i = 1,2,3, let Pi be the subpath of P whose
endvertices are xi and xi+1. Let x′2, x′′2 be the two neighbors of x2 in P , such that x1, x′2, x2, x′′2, x3, x4
lie in this order in P .
Since G does not admit a double star cutset, the set {x, x2} ∪ N(x) ∪ N(x2) \ {x′2, x′′2} is not a cutset,
and so there exists a path Q = v1−· · ·−vk such that v1 has a neighbor in the interior of P1, vk has
a neighbor in the interior of P2, and the vertices of Q are not adjacent to either x or x2. We may
choose a shortest such path Q , so Q is chordless and its interior vertices have no neighbor in V (P1)∪
V (P2). If v1 has at least four neighbors in P1, then there is a subpath P ′1 of P1 such that (P ′1, v1)
is a fan, which contradicts the minimality of (P , x). If v1 has exactly three neighbors in P1, then
V (P1) ∪ {x, v1} induces a subdivision of K4. So v1 has at most two neighbors in P1. Let {y1, z1} be
the set of neighbors of v1 in P1, such that x1, y1, z1, x2 lie in this order in P1 (possibly y1 = z1).
Likewise, vk has at most two neighbors in P2. Let {y2, z2} be the set of neighbors of vk in P2, such
that x2, y2, z2, x3 lie in this order in P2 (possibly y2 = z2).
Suppose that y1 = z1. Note that z1 and z2 are not adjacent, for that would be possible only if z1 =
x2 (and z2 = x′′2), which would contradict the deﬁnition of Q . Then V (P1)∪ V (z2 − P2 − x3)∪ V (Q )∪{x} induces a subdivision of K4. So y1 = z1. Likewise, y2 = z2. But, then V (P1) ∪ V (P2) ∪ V (Q ) ∪ {x}
induces a subdivision of K4. 
9. Decomposition theorems
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Let G be a graph that contains no ISK4 and no wheel. By Lemma 2.2, we may
assume that G contains a K3,3 or a prism. Note that G cannot be a thick complete tripartite graph,
because such a graph contains a wheel K1,2,2. So if G contains K3,3, then we are done by Lemma 3.3.
If G contains a prism, then we are done by Lemma 7.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. By Theorem 1.2, we can assume that G is either a complete bipartite graph,
a rich square or contains a wheel. Note that complete bipartite graphs and rich squares either are
series-parallel or admit a star cutset or a double star cutset. So we may assume that G contains a
wheel. If G contains a prism then we are done by Lemma 7.2. So, we assume that G contains no
prism and in particular no line graph of a substantial graph. If G contains an octahedron, then we
are done by Lemma 6.1, since an octahedron is a rich square. So we may assume that G contains no
prism and no octahedron. Hence, we are done by Lemma 8.3. 
10. Chordless graphs
Most of the proof of Theorem 1.3 is implicitly given in [20] (proof of Theorem 2.2 and Claims 12
and 13 in the proof of Theorem 2.4). But the result is not stated explicitly in [20] and many details
differ. For the sake of completeness and clarity we repeat the whole argument here.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let us assume that G has no 1-cutset and no proper 2-cutset. Note that G
contains no K4, since a K4 is a cycle with two chords. Moreover:
We may assume that G is triangle-free. (1)
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We may assume that G = T because a triangle is sparse, and that G is connected, for otherwise every
vertex is a 1-cutset. So some vertex a of T has a neighbor x in G \ T . Since a is not a 1-cutset of G ,
there exists a shortest path P between x and a member b of T \ a. But, then P ∪ T is a cycle with at
least one chord (namely ab), a contradiction. This proves claim (1).
We may assume that G has no clique cutset. (2)
Suppose that K is a clique cutset in G . Since G has no cutset of size one and there is no clique of
size at least three by (1), K has exactly two elements a and b. Let X and Y be two components of
G \ {a,b}. Since none of a and b is a 1-cutset of G , X ∪ {a,b} contains a path P X with endvertices a
and b; and a similar path PY exists in Y ∪ {a,b}. But, then P X ∪ PY forms a cycle with at least one
chord (namely ab), a contradiction. This proves claim (2).
We can now prove that G is sparse. Suppose on the contrary that G has two adjacent vertices a,
b both of degree at least three. Let c, e be two neighbors of a different from b, and let d, f be two
neighbors of b different from a. Note that {c, e} and {d, f } are disjoint by (1). By (2), {a,b} is not
a cutset, so there is in G \ {a,b} a path between {c, e} and {d, f } and consequently a path P that
contains exactly one of c, e and one of d, f . Let the endvertices of P be e and f say. Thus P ∪ {a,b}
forms a cycle C . Since G \ {a,b} is connected, there exists a path Q = c−· · ·−u, where u ∈ P ∪ {b,d}
and no interior vertex of Q is in C ∪ {d}. If u is in {b,d}, then Q ∪ C forms a cycle with at least one
chord, namely ab. So u ∈ P . Also since G \ {a,b} is connected, there exists a path R = d−· · ·−v where
v ∈ P ∪ Q and no interior vertex of R is in C ∪ Q .
If v is in Q \ u, then bdRvQ caeP f b is a cycle with at least one chord, namely ab, a contradiction.
So v is in P . If e, v , u, f lie in this order on P and v = u, then bdRv PeacQ uP f b is a cycle with at
least one chord, namely ab, a contradiction. So e, u, v , f lie in this order on P (possibly u = v). This
restores the symmetry between c and e and between d and f . We suppose from here on that the
paths P , Q , R are chosen subject to the minimality of the length of uP v .
Let Pe = ePu \ u, Qc = cQ u \ u, and Pb = bPu \ u. We show that {a,u} is a 2-cutset of G . Suppose
not; so there is a path D = x−· · ·−y in G \ {a,u} such that x lies in Pe ∪ Qc , y lies in Pb ∪ R , and
no interior vertex of D lies in P ∪ {a} ∪ Q ∪ R . We may assume up to symmetry that x is in Qc . If
y is in the subpath u−P−v , then, considering path Q ′ = c−Q −x−D−y, we see that the three paths
P , Q ′, R contradict the choice of P , Q , R because y and v are closer to each other than u and v along
P . So y is not in uP v , and so, up to symmetry, y is in R \{v}. But, then xQ aeP f bRyDx is a cycle with
at least one chord (namely ab), a contradiction. This proves that we can partition G \ {a,u} into a set
X that contains Pe ∪ Qc and a set Y that contains Pb ∪ R such that there is no edge between X and
Y , so {a,u} is a 2-cutset. So, by (2), a and u are not adjacent. This implies that {a,u} is proper. 
11. Forbidding wheels
Recall that a branch in a graph G is a path of G of length at least one whose ends are branch
vertices and whose internal vertices are not (so they all have degree 2). A subbranch is a subpath of a
branch. Reducing a subbranch of length at least two means replacing it by an edge.
Lemma 11.1. Let G be a graph that contains no ISK4, no wheel and no K3,3 . Let B be a subbranch of length at
least two in G, and let G ′ be the graph obtained from G by reducing B. Then G ′ contains no ISK4, no wheel and
no K3,3 .
Proof. Let e be the edge of G ′ that results from the reduction of B .
Suppose that G ′ contains an ISK4 H . Then H must contain e, for otherwise H is an ISK4 in G .
Then replacing e by B in H yields an ISK4 in G , a contradiction.
Now suppose that G ′ contains a wheel W = (H, x). Let x1, . . . , xh be the neighbors of x in H ,
with h  4. Then W must contain e, for otherwise W is a wheel in G . Suppose that e is an edge
in H . Then replacing e by B in H yields a wheel in G (with hub x and the same number of spokes),
a contradiction. Now suppose that e = xxh . So, in G , vertices x and xh are the endvertices of B and
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they are not adjacent. If h  5, then (H, x) induces a wheel in G (with the same hub and with h − 1
spokes). If h = 4, then V (H) ∪ {x} induces an ISK4 in G , a contradiction.
Finally, suppose that G ′ contains a K3,3 H . Then H must contain e, for otherwise H is a K3,3 in G .
Let e = xy. Then x and y are the endvertices of B in G and they are not adjacent, so V (H) induces
an ISK4 in G , a contradiction. 
Note that the converse of Lemma 11.1 is not true. Let G be the graph with vertices x1, . . . , x7 such
that x1, . . . , x5 induce a hole in this order, x6 is adjacent to x1, x3, x5, and x7 is adjacent to x2, x4.
Then x2-x7-x4 is a branch whose reduction yields the prism on six vertices, a graph that contains no
ISK4, no wheel and no K3,3. But G contains an ISK4.
The following result is well known. See [17] for a simple greedy coloring algorithm.
Lemma 11.2. (See Dirac [6].) Let G be a series-parallel graph. Then G is 3-colorable.
Lemma 11.3. Let G be a rich square that contains no wheel. Then G is 3-colorable.
Proof. By the deﬁnition of a rich square, there is a square S = {u1,u2,u3,u4} in G such that every
component of G \ S is a link of S . We make a 3-coloring of the vertices of G as follows. Assign color 1
to u1, color 2 to u2 and u4, and color 3 to u3. Let P be any component of G \ S . So P is a path
p1−· · ·−pt . Note that t  2, for otherwise S ∪ {p1} would induce a wheel (with four spokes). We may
assume that NS (p1) = {u1,u2} or {u1,u4} and NS (pt) = {u3,u4} or {u2,u3}. In either case, assign
color 3 to p1, color 1 to pt , and, if t  3, assign colors 2 and 3 alternately to p2, . . . , pt−1. Repeating
this for every link produces a 3-coloring of the vertices of G . 
Note that Lemma 11.3 is tight, in the sense that a rich square may fail to be 3-colorable, as shown
by the graph on Fig. 3. The following result also is tight since the graph represented on Fig. 3 is a
line graph. The line graph of the Petersen graph is another example of a line graph of a cubic graph
whose chromatic number is 4.
Lemma 11.4. Let G be a graph that contains no ISK4, no wheel and such that G is a line graph. Then G is
3-colorable.
Proof. Let G be the line graph of H . So we need only to prove that H is 3-edge-colorable. Since G
contains no ISK4, in particular it contains no K4, so H has maximum degree at most three. If C is a
cycle of length at least four in H and e is a chord of C , then the edges of C plus edge e are vertices
of G that induce a wheel in G (with hub e and four spokes), a contradiction. So every cycle of H is
chordless. By Theorem 1.3, one of the following holds:
(a) The vertices of H of degree at least 3 are pairwise non-adjacent;
(b) H has a cutvertex;
(c) H has a proper 2-cutset.
We prove that our graph H is 3-edge-colorable in each case.
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two and y has degree at most three in H . Thus, in G , vertex f has degree at most three. It follows
from the theorem of Brooks [2] that G is 3-colorable (and so H is 3-edge-colorable).
(b) Let x be a cutvertex of H . Let A1, . . . , Ak be the components of H \x, and let Hi be the subgraph
of H induced by V (Ai) ∪ {x} for each i = 1, . . . ,k. Since H is connected, x has a neighbor in each Ai ,
and we have k  3 since H has maximum degree at most 3. By the induction hypothesis, each Hi
admits a 3-edge-coloring. Up to renaming some color classes, we can combine these colorings so that
the colors used at x are different; thus we obtain a 3-edge-coloring for H .
(c) Let A1, . . . , Ak be the components of H \ {a,b}. We may assume that we are not in case (b),
so H is 2-connected and each of a and b has a neighbor in Ai for each i = 1, . . . ,k. Since H has
maximum degree at most 3, we may assume up to symmetry that a has only one neighbor a1 in A1.
Suppose that b has two neighbors in A1. Then k = 2 and b has only one neighbor b2 in A2, and then
{a,b2} is also a proper 2-cutset of H . Thus in any case we may assume that both a, b have only one
neighbor in A1. Let b1 be the neighbor of b in A1. Let H1 be the graph obtained from A1 by adding
a vertex x1 adjacent to a1 and b1. Let H2 be the graph obtained from H \ A1 by adding a vertex x2
adjacent to a and b. Suppose that H1 contains a cycle C that has a chord. Then C must contain x1.
Since H is 2-connected there exists a chordless path P with endvertices a and b in H \ A1. Then
(C \ x)∪ P is a cycle with a chord in H , a contradiction. So every cycle in H1 is chordless. By a similar
argument, every cycle in H2 is chordless. Note that H1 and H2 have strictly fewer vertices than H
because the cutset {a,b} is proper. By the induction hypothesis, H1 and H2 have a 3-edge-coloring. In
the coloring of H1, edges x1a1 and x1b1 have different colors, and in the coloring of H2 edges x2a and
x2b have different colors too, so we can combine these colorings to make a 3-edge-coloring for H . 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We prove the theorem by induction on the number of vertices of G . Suppose
that G has a clique cutset K . So V (G) \ K can be partitioned into two sets X , Y such that there is
no edge between them. Since G contains no ISK4, we have |K | 3. By the induction hypothesis, the
two subgraphs of G induced by X ∪ K and Y ∪ K are 3-colorable. We can combine 3-colorings of
these subgraphs so that they coincide on K , and consequently we obtain a 3-coloring of G . Now we
may assume that G has no clique cutset. If G contains a K3,3, then, by Lemma 3.3, G is a complete
bipartite (recall that a thick complete tripartite graph contains a wheel), so it is 3-colorable. Now we
may assume that G contains no K3,3.
Suppose that G has a 2-cutset {a,b}. So V (G) \ K can be partitioned into two sets X , Y such that
there is no edge between them. Since G has no clique cutset, it is 2-connected, so there exists a
chordless path PY with endvertices a and b and with interior vertices in Y . Let G ′X be the subgraph
of G induced by X ∪ V (PY ). Note that PY is a subbranch in G ′X . Let G ′′X be obtained from G ′X be
reducing PY (thus a and b are adjacent in G ′′X ). Deﬁne a graph G ′′Y similarly. Since G ′X is an induced
subgraph of G , it contains no ISK4, no wheel and no K3,3. So, by Lemma 11.1, G ′′X contains no ISK4,
no wheel, and no K3,3. The same holds for G ′′Y . By the induction hypothesis, G ′′X and G ′′Y admit a
3-coloring. We can combine these two 3-colorings so that they coincide on {a,b}, and consequently
we obtain a 3-coloring of G .
Now we may assume that G contains no 2-cutset. By Theorem 1.2, G is either a series-parallel
graph, a rich square, a line graph, or a complete bipartite graph. Then the desired result follows from
Lemmas 11.2, 11.3, 11.4, and the fact that bipartite graphs are 3-colorable. 
12. Algorithms for {ISK4, wheel}-free and chordless graphs
In this section, we give two algorithms for the class of {ISK4, wheel}-free graphs. The ﬁrst one is
a recognition algorithm for that class and the second is a coloring algorithm. Both are based on the
results proved in the preceding sections.
12.1. Recognizing {ISK4, wheel}-free graphs
The recognition algorithm is based on Theorem 1.2: if a graph G is {ISK4, wheel}-free, then either
G has a clique-cutset or a proper 2-cutset, or G is of one of the following four types: G is series-
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bipartite graph, or G is a rich square. We analyze each of these cases separately. Let us assume that
G has n vertices and m edges.
Suppose that G has a clique cutset K . So V (G) \ K can be partitioned into two sets X , Y such that
there is no edge between them. Let GX and GY be the subgraphs of G induced by X ∪ K and Y ∪ K .
We consider that G is decomposed into GX and GY . These subgraphs can in turn be decomposed
along clique cutsets. This is applied as long as possible, which yields a clique cutset decomposition tree
Tcc(G) of G . Building such a tree can be done in time O (n + m), see [19,22]. If any clique cutset
found during this step has size at least four, we stop with the obvious answer “G is not ISK4-free”.
Therefore let us assume that all the clique cutsets found by the algorithm have size at most three.
Note that a graph that is either a subdivision of K4 or a wheel has no clique cutset. It follows that G
is {ISK4, wheel}-free if and only if all leaves of Tcc are {ISK4, wheel}-free. So our algorithm proceeds
with examining the leaves of the tree.
Now suppose that G has no clique cutset and has a proper 2-cutset {a,b}. So V (G) \ {a,b} can be
partitioned into two sets X , Y such that there is no edge between them and each of G[X ∪ {a,b}]
and G[Y ∪ {a,b}] is not an (a,b)-path. Let GX be the subgraph of G induced by X ∪ {a,b} plus an
artiﬁcial vertex adjacent to a and b, and deﬁne GY similarly. Thus G is decomposed into graphs GX
and GY . Note that GX and GY have fewer vertices than G (because {a,b} is proper), and that they
have no clique cutset (because such a set would also be a clique cutset of G). These subgraphs can
in turn be decomposed along proper 2-cutsets, and this is applied as long as possible, which yields a
proper 2-cutset decomposition tree T2c of G . Note that a graph that is either a subdivision of K4 or
a wheel has no proper 2-cutset. It follows that G is {ISK4, wheel}-free if and only if all leaves of T2c
are {ISK4, wheel}-free. So our algorithm proceeds with examining the leaves of the tree.
Let T be the decomposition tree that is obtained by combining Tcc(G) and the T2c ’s of all leaves
of Tcc . We show that T has O (n) nodes. To do this, we deﬁne for every graph H the function f (H) =
|V (H)| − 4. Suppose that G is decomposed by a cutset K into subgraphs GX , GY as above, where K
is either a clique cutset of size at most three or a proper 2-cutset. If K is a clique cutset, then we
have f (GX ) = |X | + |K | − 4, f (GY ) = |Y | + |K | − 4, and f (G) = |X | + |Y | + |K | − 4. It follows (because
|K |  3) that f (GX ) + f (GY )  f (G). If K is a proper 2-cutset, then we have f (GX ) = |X | + 3 − 4,
f (GY ) = |Y | + 3 − 4, and f (G) = |X | + |Y | + 2 − 4. It follows again that f (GX ) + f (GY )  f (G). Let
T ∗ be the subtree of T induced by the nodes that are graphs with at least ﬁve vertices. Applying the
above inequality recursively, and letting G1, . . . ,G be the leaves of T ∗ , we obtain that f (G1) + · · · +
f (G) f (G). Since all Gi ’s satisfy f (Gi) > 0, we obtain  n. Consequently, T ∗ has at most 2n − 1
nodes. In addition, each node of T with at least ﬁve vertices may have one or two children with at
most four vertices. Moreover, the size of the decomposition tree of graphs with at most four vertices
is bounded by a constant. So T has O (n) leaves. Recall that the leaves have fewer vertices than G .
Now we show that T can be constructed in time O (n2m). Because proper 2-cutset can be found
in time O (nm) as follows: for any vertices v , ﬁnd the cut vertices and the blocks of G \ v by using
DFS. For any such block, check whether the corresponding cutvertex u is such that {u, v} is a proper
2-cutset. Thus, building the tree can be done by running O (n) times this subroutine (or the routine
that ﬁnds a clique cutset) and therefore takes time O (n2m).
Now suppose that G has no clique cutset and no proper 2-cutset. Theorem 1.2 implies that if G
contains no induced subdivision of K4 and no wheel, then G must be either (i) series-parallel, or (ii)
a complete bipartite graph, or (iii) a long rich square or (iv) the line graph of a chordless graph H with
maximum degree at most three. The converse is also true, namely, if G satisﬁes one of (i)–(iv), then
it contains no ISK4 and no wheel (this is easy to check and we omit the details). So our algorithm
needs only test if G is of one of the four types.
Testing (i) can be done in time O (n +m), see [21].
Testing (ii) can be done by checking with breadth-ﬁrst search whether G is bipartite, and, then
checking whether any two vertices on different sides of the bipartition are adjacent. This takes time
O (m + n).
To test (iii), note that if G is a rich square and contains no wheel, then G has exactly four vertices
of degree at least four (the four vertices of the central square) and all other vertices have degree
three or two. So we need only identify the four vertices of largest degree, check whether they induce
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deﬁnition of a rich square. This can be done in time O (n +m).
In order to test (iv), we apply one of the algorithms in [11,14], which run in time O (n+m). If G is
a line graph, then any such algorithm returns a graph H such that G is the line graph of H ; moreover,
it is known that H is unique up to isomorphism, except when G is a clique on three vertices (where
H is either K3 or K1,3). Then we need only check if H has maximum degree at most three, which is
easy, and contains no cycle with a chord, which can be done in time O (n2m) by a method described
in the next section.
Let us now evaluate the total complexity of the algorithm. Building the tree takes time O (n2m).
Since for each leaf H on n′ vertices and m′ edges, the test performed on H takes time O (n′2m′), and
since the sum of the sizes of the leaves of the tree is O (n +m), processing all the leaves of the tree
takes time O (n2m). Hence, the recognition algorithm runs in time O (n2m).
We would have liked to make our algorithm rely on classical decomposition along 2-cutsets,
but the classical algorithms, such as Hopcroft and Tarjan’s decomposition into triconnected compo-
nents [9]. But this algorithm does not use our “proper” 2-cutset, so we do not know how we could
use it.
12.2. Recognizing and coloring chordless graphs
On the basis of Theorem 1.3, we can give a polynomial-time recognition algorithm for chordless
graphs. We describe this algorithm informally. Let the input of the algorithm be a graph G with n
vertices and m edges. We ﬁrst decompose G along its cutsets of size one (if any). This can be done in
time O (n+m) using depth-ﬁrst search, see [18]; depth-ﬁrst search produces the maximal 2-connected
subgraphs (“blocks”) of G , and their number is at most n. Clearly, G contains a cycle with a chord if
and only if some block of G contains a cycle with a chord. So our algorithm proceeds with examining
the blocks of G .
Now suppose that G is 2-connected and has a proper 2-cutset {a,b}. So V (G) \ {a,b} can be
partitioned into two sets X , Y such that there is no edge between them and each of G[X ∪{a,b}] and
G[Y ∪ {a,b}] is not an (a,b)-path. Let GX be the subgraph of G induced by X ∪ {a,b} plus an artiﬁcial
vertex adjacent to a and b, and deﬁne GY similarly. We consider that G is decomposed into graphs
GX and GY . These subgraphs can in turn be decomposed along proper 2-cutsets.
This is applied as long as possible, which yields a proper 2-cutset decomposition tree T2c of G , whose
leaves are graphs that have no proper 2-cutset. By Theorem 1.3, if such a leaf contains no cycle with
a chord then it is sparse, and it is easy to see that the converse also holds. So it suﬃces to check that
every leaf L is sparse, which is easily done by examining the degree of the two endvertices of every
edge of L.
Exactly like in the previous section, a tree using 2-cutsets as we do above has size O (n). Checking
the leaves of the tree takes linear time, so in total our algorithm runs in time O (n2m).
Lemma 12.1. Recognizing a chordless graph can be performed in time O (n2m).
Note that chordless graphs are included in the class of graphs that do not contain a cycle with a
unique chord and that do not contain K4. These graphs are shown to be 3-colorable by a polynomial
time algorithm in [20], but the proof is complex. Here below, we show that this problem is very easy
in the particular case of chordless graphs.
Lemma 12.2. A 2-connected chordless graph has a vertex of degree at most 2. So, any chordless graph is 3-
colorable and a 3-coloring can be found in linear time.
Proof. If G is chordless and 2-connected then it has an ear decomposition (see [1]). The last ear
added to build G cannot be an edge because such an edge would be a chord of some cycle. So, the
last ear added to build G is a path of length at least 2 and its interior vertices are of degree 2. 
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We present here a coloring algorithm which colors every {ISK4, wheel}-free graph with three col-
ors. Its validity is based on Theorem 1.4 and it follows the same lines. Let G be any {ISK4, wheel}-free
graph with n vertices and m edges.
We ﬁrst decompose G along its clique-cutsets, as in the preceding subsection. As in the proof of
Theorem 1.4, a 3-coloring of the vertices of G can be obtained simply by combining 3-colorings of
each child of G in the decomposition. So let us now suppose that G has no clique cutset.
If G contains a K3,3, then, by Lemma 3.3, G must be a complete bipartite graph. We can test that
property in time O (n +m), and, if G is complete bipartite, we return an obvious 2-coloring. Now let
us assume that G contains no K3,3.
If G has a proper 2-cutset, then, as in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we decompose G into two graphs
G ′′X and G ′′Y and we can obtain a 3-coloring of the vertices of G by combining 3-colorings of G ′′X
and G ′′Y . Moreover, we know that these two graphs contain no ISK4, no wheel and no K3,3. These
graphs can be decomposed further (possibly also by clique cutsets). As above, one can prove that the
total size of the decomposition tree is O (n) (we omit the details).
Finally, consider a leaf L of the decomposition tree. By Theorem 1.2, L is either a series-parallel
graph, a rich square, a line graph, or a complete bipartite graph. Then Lemmas 11.2, 11.3 and 11.4
show how to construct a 3-coloring of L in polynomial time. As for the recognition, this can be
implemented to run in time O (n2m).
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